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12 Ways to Help your Child Succeed in School

We know parenting can sometimes feel like a thankless task. Just as you do in the home environment, we
seek to guide, inspire, nurture and develop your child and we depend on your support. Whilst some of the
following tips may strike you as obvious, we hope this document, informed by international research, serves
as a helpful reminder of the value and impact that a solid partnership between parents and teachers can
have and what you as parents can do to improve your child’s life chances.
Recent studies suggest parental influence is the greatest factor in determining students’ success at school
with many suggesting 80% of a child’s achievement is based on parental inspiration.
1. Aim High. Parental expectations have a huge impact when it comes to student performance: if you
don’t expect your child to do well, your expectations will likely be met. Parents who want their
children to succeed encourage them to do more than the minimum.
2. Demonstrate a positive attitude about education. Showing our children that adults both value
education and use it in our daily lives provides them with powerful role models and contributes to
their attitude to study. Let your child see that learning doesn’t end when we leave school and that
you are still learning. Parents who share their study habits and self-improvement in terms of their
job and household responsibilities are particularly influential in inspiring their children to aim high
and focus.
3. Stick to a routine. Support your child to get organised for the following day, ensuring they have the
correct books, study file and equipment.
Tip: Student timetables can be found on Go4schools
4. Prioritise study time. All of us need down time, however as a matter of priority, homework or study
should be completed first. A quiet space (without television) and a box of supplies (paper, pens,
highlighters, ruler, etc) are helpful. By encouraging your child to get into a routine and to revisit and
re-read classwork (even when homework is not set) encourages a well-developed work ethic which
will pay dividends later in life. Good educational habits yield great academic rewards.
Tip: You can access your child’s homework and deadlines on ‘Show my Homework’
5. Distinguish study from learning. Completing a homework task can sometimes give a false impression
of success. By questioning your child on the content and returning to it days later parents can help to
ensure the learning is secure and content retained.
6.

Support the school behaviour policy & sanctions. By showing that under-performance has
consequences, we aim to support your child to learn self-discipline and organisation. Very few
individuals get through school without receiving a sanction in the form of a detention or ‘compulsory
restorative session’. We ask for your support when we issue these sanctions, in order to guide your
child and best prepare them for the workplace.

7. Encourage a reading culture at home. Great readers make good writers and both skills are essential
in order for students to access the curriculum and to develop students’ imagination, vocabulary and
all-round ability. Reading is not just for the early years of education. Reading at home, using book
vouchers as gifts or incentives, discussing books/ newspapers or visiting the library can all help to
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promote reading. It is often said children spend the first several years learning to read, and the rest
of their lives reading to learn.
8. Sleep & nutrition. There is a direct link between behavioural problems in children and a lack of
sleep. By ensuring your child is well-rested, fuelled by a nutritious breakfast and hydrated, you give
them the best chance of getting the best out of a day’s learning.
9. Monitor and manage online activity. Please ensure your child’s use of social media, the internet and
television is limited to ensure they have adequate sleep and arrive at school fit for work.
10. Encourage exercise. Exercise has an amazing effect on brain function, improving cognitive function
and creativity. It also plays an important part in encouraging children to manage their mental and
physical health, providing a release for stress and promoting wellbeing.
11. Never say you are hopeless at Maths! Even if you didn’t find maths (or any other subject) easy at
school, it is important not to pass on your fear or loathing! Instead, encourage a growth mindset,
even learning maths alongside your child using cooking, shopping, memory games or maths puzzles.
12. Communicate concerns. If you suspect your child is falling behind or has a problem, contact school.
By acting quickly we can often prevent issues from escalating.
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Information for new Year 7 students
Welcome to our school
This booklet is designed to give students and parents/carers a guide to the curriculum and what is taught in
each subject in Year 7 over the course of the academic year. It also provides information on different
aspects of our school, which we hope you will find useful. If you have any questions, or require further
information, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Mrs T Wiles – Deputy Headteacher

Website:

Email us at:

www.lincolncastleacademy.co.uk

Twitter:

enquiries@lincolncastlecastleacademy.co.uk

Main telephone number:

01522 529203

@LincolnCastleAc

Facebook:

facebook.com/lincolncastleac
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Homework

Homework at Lincoln Castle Academy is set according to the learning plans for each subject and for each
group within that subject. There is no traditional homework ‘timetable’ as experience has shown us that this
approach does not lend itself to setting meaningful, diagnostic and appropriate homework. Instead having
an inflexible timetable in place can mean that homework can be set just to ‘stick to the timetable’ and not
because it is the right piece to set at the right time.
We use ‘Show My Homework’ to set our homework alongside the use of student passports. SMHW is an
easy to use online homework calendar for schools to use and students to access. Teachers set homework;
this appears on the homework calendar with all the relevant details such as deadlines and resources.
Students and parents can access this at any time via the web or their mobile phone, making homework
accessible and transparent for everyone. They can also get text reminders about what is due and when.
Please see the parent guide available on our website for more details on its use.
How successful is it in terms of learning outcomes?
Research from the Institute of Education (IOE) shows that homework plays an important role in closing the
gap between high and low-achieving learners. This is supported by the views of the Department for
Education who recognise homework is part of a good rounded education. Show My Homework reinforces
this.
Surely there is no need for an online tool if teachers are allocating homework in class and students are
writing it in their progress passports?
All of our student facing staff that use Show My Homework every day do exactly that. There is a need to use
Show My Homework because it makes it very easy to provide students with a consistent message about
homework in every lesson they walk into. So whether it is period 1 or period 5, whether it is Maths or
French, students know they can access their homework via the school homework calendar. When you have
this kind of consistency, it leads to ‘Outstanding’ outcomes, which reduces homework excuses and makes
everything about homework transparent.
Students can no longer say, ‘Miss I never had enough time to write down my homework’ or ‘Sir, I lost my
worksheet you gave me in class’ and so on…
We are aiming for quick communication – one place for parents to go to and find all information. Through
SMHW, we are now able to communicate with pupils and parents in a way which supports and supplements
learning. It is accessible and transparent, allowing pupils to take further responsibility for their learning and
for parents to engage with their children in the tasks they have been set. It is incredibly useful to be able to
share files and resources with students, and provide links to websites which can enhance their
understanding. We believe such websites allow us to establish a greater sense of ownership and
responsibility in our students, and once it becomes embedded in their routine it will undoubtedly enhance
their learning experience.
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Mrs Z Innes
Head of Department

Art – Block 1 (10 wks)

Mark Making
Portraiture

Art – Block 2 (10 wks)

Kandinsky
3D construction

Textiles – Block 1 (10wks)

Topic

Cells

Mrs J Scott
Second in Department

Content
• To develop an exploration and understanding
of line, tone, mark making, colour theory,
painting techniques in designing a portrait
composition.
• To explore paint techniques used by other
artists and cultures (Van Gogh/Aboriginal Art)
• To develop observation drawing skills.
• To understand how emotion and colour can
influence expression in portrait painting.
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To have an understanding of colour, texture
and shape in expressing emotion using various
music (Wassily Kandinsky/abstract art)
To develop basic skills in 3D construction
producing a vessel or sculptural piece related to
a chosen piece of music. (3D Clay techniques
such as Pinch/slab/coil)
To explore clay decoration techniques such as
carving, relief, impressing and incising.
To be introduced to textiles artists who have
explored natural cell forms.
To explore textiles techniques- tie dye, hand
embroidery, applique, fabric printing.
To explore a range of recycled materials in
designing and constructing a cell.
To observe natural cell forms, considering
shape, patterns, colours and tones within a cell.
To produce a textiles mural piece inspired by a
natural cell form.

Art & Design

Knowledge and Skills

Assessment

Mark marking
Line
Drawing
Colour theory
Portrait proportion
Expression
Painting techniques

Sketchbook development
Final Outcome - Paint

Abstract Art
Musical influences
Clay techniques
Health & Safety
Joining techniques
Sculptural materials

Sketchbook development
Final Outcome – 3D

Observation
Embellishment
Applique
Surface Decoration
Hand embroidery
Tie Dye
Marbling

Sketchbook development
Final Outcome – Textiles
Mural artwork

All Assessment
Objectives will be
evidenced in the work.

All Assessment
Objectives will be
evidenced in the work.

All Assessment
Objectives will be
evidenced in the work.

Textiles – Block 2 (10 wks)

To be aware of the characteristics of chosen
Embellishment
Sketchbook development
cultural art and illuminated letters research.
Applique
Final Outcome – Hand
• To explore a range of materials in embellishing
Surface decoration
sewn Illuminated Letter.
Illuminated lettering design.
Hand embroidery
• To collect and record font styles and images
Pattern
All Assessment
appropriate to illuminated lettering and
Objectives will be
personal interests.
evidenced in the work.
• To be able to recognise and observe repeat
pattern from cultural art.
• To produce a textiles Illuminated Letter.
Homework, marking and feedback: Each project will cover 4 assessment objectives (AO1, 2, 3 and 4) in preparation for GCSE.
AO1
Analysis of artist’s work, application of their techniques and development of their work in light of artist study
AO2
Investigation and experimentation of media and materials
AO3
Starting point to project/observational drawing
AO4
Final realisation developed from the 3 points made above.
What parents can do to help:
• Ensure your child has a fully stocked pencil case with HB and 2B pencils, coloured pencils, pens, ruler, rubber, sharpener and a glue
stick. Encourage your child to draw from observation as much as possible; painting, drawing and colouring equipment is beneficial
for completing homework tasks.
• Support your child in their homework and promote the amount of time that should be spent on the task set.
• Visit art galleries and museums to expand your child’s knowledge of artwork and discuss the art and share opinions.
Useful websites:
www.vangoghgallery.com/
www.thelowry.com/
www.nationalgallery.org.uk
www.wassilykandinsky.net
Illuminated
Letters
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Mr R Smith
Head of Department
Topic
Food

Design Technology –
Puzzle box

Engineering/Design
Technology – Bug
Project

Bloodhound project

Design & Technology

Content
The importance of food safety, health
and hygiene in the kitchen
Identify and use ingredients and
equipment with increasing confidence
Understand the importance of having
a well-balanced diet and what this
consists of.

Knowledge and Skills
Subject knowledge:
The eatwell plate, identifying
different ingredients and
equipment

An introduction to the workshop
where students enjoy using a wide
range of tools and equipment.
Students will use a variety of
traditional wood working tools to
manufacture a puzzle box. The project
involves some forward planning and
problem solving.

Subject knowledge:
Identifying materials,
understand the properties of
hardwoods and softwoods,
tools and equipment.

Year 7 students design and make an
aluminum vibrating bug. The project
introduces the student to the design
process, problem solving and the £D
printer. Understand the properties of
materials, joining methods and
mechanisms.
Students are introduced to modern
materials through researching the
Bloodhound SS car. The module
culminates in students making rocket
to calculate speed over time and
distance.

Literacy, numeracy, product
analysis, make, evaluate

Literacy, numeracy, product
analysis, design, evaluate
Subject knowledge:
Identifying materials, tools and
equipment.
Literacy, numeracy, identify and
solve problems, product
analysis, design, evaluate
Subject knowledge:
Research, modern materials
and production methods.

Assessment
Students will be assessed on
one of their practical lessons.
They will be marked on their
practical skills, independence
and the quality of the end
product.

Students will be assessed on
tools and equipment within the
workshop and health and safety
rules associated with these.
Students will also be assessed
on their design skills.

Students will be assessed on
tools and equipment within the
workshop and health and safety
rules associated with these.
Students will also be assessed
on their design skills.

Students will be assessed on
their research and speed
calculations. .

Literacy, numeracy, identify and
solve problems, rendering,
shading, presentation

Homework, marking and feedback:
Students will be assessed in a variety of ways throughout the project and will receive feedback in their assessment books as well as their
project booklets.
Homework is set once every two weeks. Students are advised to spend at least 30 minutes completing their homework.
What can parents do to help?
• Help your child to understand the role that design has within our everyday lives.
• Support your child with their homework is helpful as the homework that your child receives supports their learning in class.
Useful websites:
Technology student, BBC Bitesize
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Drama

Miss C Feely
Head of Department

Basic Skills

Darkwood
Manor

Physical
Theatre

Content

Knowledge and Skills

Knowledge of basic drama skills
Understanding basic drama skills
Application of basic drama skills
Development of basic drama skills
Applying basic drama skills in a performance alongside
peers.

Subject knowledge:

Create realistic and believable characters
Understand the term and engage with the technique
‘Teacher in role’
Develop storytelling skills
Communicate character and intention to an audience
Create and perform mimed sequences
Using music to enhance a performance
Use soundscapes to create atmosphere
Developing a performance combining sound and visual
imagery
Using subtlety to enhance atmosphere
Building dramatic tension

Subject knowledge:

Create imaginative physical theatre
Evaluate own performance work and that of peers through
verbal and written feedback
Review reflect and refine practical work
Analyse work in progress developing skills base
Work as an individual/pair/part of an ensemble
Evaluate progress and consider skills developed

Subject knowledge:

Reading and interpreting a play text
Working as part of an ensemble
Vocal and movement skills
Use of silence to create atmosphere
Using an unconventional performance space
Use of structure within a play text
Extending dialogue to enhance atmosphere
Use of gesture and mime to bring a silent character to life

Subject knowledge:

Basic Drama Skills
Still image, focus, facial
expression, transition

Ghost Stories
Storytelling, characterisation
soundscape, improvisation, voice

Assessment
ASSESSMENT 1a
Baseline assessment:
Box activity
CREATING
Practical task as part of an
ensemble with written
evaluation

ASSESSMENT 1b
A Night at Darkwood Manor
PERFORMING and
EVALUATING
Practical task as part of an
ensemble with written
evaluation

Physical Theatre Practices
Movement, mime, ensemble
work

Rotation 2b

R
o

Rotation 2a

Rotation 1b

Rotation 1a

Topic

Ernie’s
Incredible
Illucinations

Play Texts
Line learning, use of props, use of
silence, accents

ASSESSMENT 2
An original Illucination
CREATING, PERFORMING
and EVALUATING
Practical task as part of an
ensemble with written
evaluation

Homework, marking and feedback: For each unit of study there will be homework set weekly which will build upon the understanding and skills which
are being developed in class. Further tasks will include learning the spellings and definitions of key words; research and rehearsals to prepare students
for assessment.
What can parents do to help? Ask students if there is key knowledge/terms that they need to be learning. Test them for upcoming spelling and
definition homework they will be given. Visits to the theatre which could link to the topics that they are studying would be of benefit to students.
Useful websites/ resources: Improvisation skills: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zts9xnb/revision
The structure of a play: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zcdhr82/revision
Physical theatre: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/ztfk6sg/revision
Describing body language: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zg8tgk7/revision
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Miss S Roberts
Joint Head of
Department

Transition

Tales of the
Gothic &
Science
Fiction

Summer

Spring

A Timeline
of English

Autumn

Topic:

Fantasy &
Fairy Tales

Adventures
& Journeys

Mrs S White
Joint Head of
Department

Content:

Mrs S Johnson
Second in Department

English

Assessments
will cover…
During this introductory two-week scheme, students will consider why we study English. By exploring key moments in
the timeline of this subject, students will begin to appreciate how literature has evolved and gain a deeper
understanding of our literary heritage. Students will be given the opportunity to develop their speaking and
listening skills through delivering a presentation on a literary time period, e.g. the Romantic era.
Students will be introduced to the gothic and science fiction Subject knowledge:
Reading:
genres. Students will practise analysis skills using gothic • Identifying and using
comprehension
poems and fiction texts. The students will explore how
assessment
figurative devices
writers use language and techniques to create effective • Developing vocabulary use
(PiXL Wave).
settings and interesting characters.
• Varying sentence types
Writing:
• Improving grammar
Through this, they will be able to consider how to create • Close textual analysis
creating a
effects on their reader by applying linguistic devices to their • Interpreting meaning
gothic
own writing.
narrative.
• Selecting evidence and
Students will explore a range of fiction texts, looking at fairy
tales and fantasy narratives. They will be developing their
ability to recognise the conventions of traditional narratives
and explore archetypal characters. Throughout this term
they will use their newly acquired knowledge of the genre to
develop their own creative writing skills.
During this term, students will be introduced to
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Whilst focusing
on language analysis skills, students will secure their ability
to identify word classes and explore the connotations
created by a writer’s vocabulary choices.
Students will learn about writing for different purposes.
They will look at using AFOREST techniques,
modal/imperative verbs, and practise their writing skills.
They will focus on how to construct sentences for effect
and look at structure/layout.
Towards the end of the term, students will begin to compare
texts from the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries. They will practise
identifying writers’ viewpoints and continue to develop their
language analysis skills.

Knowledge and Skills:

commenting on effects
Subject knowledge:
• Comprehension
• Understanding
• Inference
• Summarising
• Retrieving evidence
• Plot structure
• Analysis skills
• Interpreting meaning
• Selecting evidence
• Identifying word classes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing for different
purposes
Adapting tone, style and
register
Varying sentences for effect
Organising ideas
Rhetoric
Comparison skills
Identifying viewpoints
Developing interpretations

Writing:
creating a fairy
tale narrative.
Reading:
analysing a
fantasy text.

Writing:
producing a
non-fiction
text.
Reading:
comparing
non-fiction
texts.

Homework, marking and feedback: Homework linked thematically to the module they are studying will be set by the class teacher once a week
through Show My Homework. Students will receive written feedback after each assessment cycle. In addition, they will be provided with feedback on
extended writing pieces, homework tasks, and any classwork that is formally recorded.
What can parents do to help? Our Accelerated Reader programme encourages independent reading of both fiction and non-fiction texts. You should
encourage your child to read every day where possible, ensuring that their A.R. log books are updated after each session. Your child is then in an
excellent position to pass the quizzes they take on these texts.
Each student’s progress is recorded through Go4Schools and we actively encourage parents to regularly look at students’ grades (progress and ATL)
with their children. Using this information, alongside the targets and feedback the teacher has given, will help your child meet or surpass their target
grade.
Useful websites/ resources: LCA knowledge organisers (these can be found in all classrooms)
BBC Bitesize – English (SPaG) http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/z3kw2hv
BBC Bitesize – English Literature (Shakespeare & Poetry) http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zykdmp3
Love Reading for Kids (Free extracts from fiction texts) http://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/
Story Bird (interactive writing website) https://storybird.com/
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Miss D Corlett

Head of Business &
Enterprise Faculty

Autumn 1

Topic
eSafety

Spring 1

Autumn 2

ECDL

Spring 2

Mythbusters

Summer 1

Computational
Thinking

Summer 2

Digital Graphics

Mrs S Macdonald
2nd in Faculty
(Job share)

Mr T Roberts

Enterprise

2nd in Faculty
(Job share)

Content
Students will begin the year by
learning about staying safe online
and the potential dangers of the
internet. They will find out what the
term ‘cyberbullying’ means and
learn how to respond to anything
‘risky’ or dangerous online.
Students will improve their skills
and proficiency in Microsoft Word,
PowerPoint and Excel. They will
practice and demonstrate a wide
range of techniques including; use
of formulas, mail merge and slide
master.

Knowledge and Skills
Subject knowledge: Students will
learn how to stay safe online and the
advantages and disadvantages of
social networking.
Skills focus: Examine, Explore, Design

Students will begin to learn about
the validity of the information that
is available online and how Boolean
logic can influence search results.
They will learn how search engines
work and conduct secondary
research using the internet.
Students will then produce a
podcast on their given topic.
Students will learn about different
computer hardware and software
and whether the component is an
input or output device. They will
learn how to create an algorithm
and understand why they are
created.
Students are the design and create
digital graphics using computer
software programmes, including
Fireworks and Photoshop. They will
learn about design principles and
rework their designs to incorporate
these.

Subject knowledge: Students will
learn to check the validity of the
secondary research they find and will
learn which online sources are
credible and reliable when conducting
research.
Skills focus: Research, audio creation.

Assessment
ARC Assessment:
Students to complete ECDL
exam.

Subject knowledge: Students will be
able to identify different computing
devices and understand how a
computer understands instructions.
Skills focus: Design, Understand,
Describe

Subject knowledge: Students will be
able to use a variety of features in
Microsoft Office, making them more
computer literate.
Skills focus: Create, Design,
Computing

ARC Assessment:
Students will create a podcast.

ARC Assessment:
Students to present and
demonstrate their algorithms to
the class.

Subject knowledge: Students will be
able to use a variety of image
manipulation tools in Fireworks and
Photoshop.
Skills focus: Design, Create, Analyse

Homework, marking and feedback: Homework will be issued once a fortnight and will be published on SMHW as well as being recorded in the student’s
progress passport. The homework tasks will primarily practical tasks that completed at home or in school at lunch depending on access to software
availability. Within lessons students will be regularly assessed using a combination of short tasks and mock exams. Student progress within assessments
will be recorded in their assessment books which are available for parents to look at any time.

What can parents do to help?

Parents should actively encourage their children to complete their homework by monitoring homework set via SMHW and checking their child’s progress
passport. It would be helpful for parents to monitor their students understanding and progress within their Enterprise lessons by asking questions about
their learning and encouraging them to ask for assistance if required.
Useful websites/ resources:

https://www.showmyhomework.co.uk/
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Miss D Corlett

Summer 2

Summer 1

Spring 2

Spring 1

Autumn 2

Autumn 1

Head of Business &
Enterprise Faculty

Mrs S Macdonald
2nd in Faculty
(Job share)

Mr T Roberts

Computing

2nd in Faculty
(Job share)

Topic

Content

Knowledge and Skills

Assessment

eSafety, Using
Computers and
the Internet

Students will begin the year by learning about staying safe
online and the potential dangers of the internet. They will
find out what the term ‘cyberbullying’ means and learn
how to respond to anything ‘risky’ or dangerous online.
They will research the world wide web and search for
information. Students will also explore the school systems
and establish their folders and files.
Students will create algorithms for a variety of every day
activates, before applying them to computational
activities. Once they have created these, they will use
Scratch to develop a computer game. They will begin to
start thinking computationally as they will build a script for
their program to run, as well as designing the visual for
their game using a GUI.
Students will continue to develop their game from last
term, they will then go on to evaluate their peers’ games
and use critiques to make improvements. The review will
also form part of their assessment.

Subject knowledge: Information
Technology, Digital Literacy and
Graphic Design, Internet, Networks
and Security
Skills focus: Examine, Explore, Design

ARC Assessment
Creation of working
script and evaluation
of computer game.

Students will use computer software programmes to
create and edit digital content. They will take feedback
from peers into consideration and rework their creations
to make improvements. Students will aim to meet
audience requirements of the artefacts and evaluate their
content, commenting on how successful it’s been.
Students will be introduced to databases through
Microsoft Excel. They will begin to summaries data,
searching and sorting data, as well as create charts.
Students will be able to recognise that digital content can
be represented in many forms, distinguish between some
of these forms and explain the different ways that they
communicate information.

Subject knowledge: Information
Technology, Digital Literacy and
Graphic Design
Skills focus: Create, Design, Reimage,
Review

Students will begin to look at different computer hardware
and software and the peripheral devices that connect to
computing devices. Students will be able to identify
whether devices are input or output devices.

Subject knowledge: Hardware,
Software and Operating Systems
Skills focus: Identify, Describe,
Explain

Programming
and Algorithms

Basic
Programming
Techniques
Graphic Design
and Copyright

Excel (Database
introduction)

Inputs/Outputs
and Memory

Subject knowledge: Computational
Thinking, Computer Programming
Skills focus: Design, Create, Apply

Subject knowledge: Computational
Thinking, Computer Programming
Skills focus: Analyse, Create, Design,
Evaluate

Subject knowledge: Databases,
Binary & Boolean Logic
Skills focus: Summarise, Sort,
Analyse, Search

ARC Assessment:
Demonstrates how
arithmetic operators,
if statements, and
loops, are used within
programs. Declares
and assigns variables.

ARC Assessment:
Outline the concepts
behind the inputprocess-output cycle
and describe a range
of digital computing
devices.

Homework, marking and feedback: Homework will be issued once a fortnight and will be published on SMHW as well as being recorded in the student’s
progress passport. The homework tasks will primarily practical tasks that completed at home or in school at lunch depending on access to software
availability. Within lessons students will be regularly assessed using a combination of short tasks and mock exams. Student progress within assessments
will be recorded in their assessment books which are available for parents to look at any time.
What can parents do to help?
Parents should actively encourage their children to complete their homework by monitoring homework set via SMHW and checking their child’s progress
passport. It would be helpful for parents to monitor their students understanding and progress within their Enterprise lessons by asking questions about
their learning and encouraging them to ask for assistance if required.
Useful websites/ resources:
https://www.showmyhomework.co.uk/
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Ethics, Faith &
Philosophy

Mrs V Snee
Head of Department
Content
This unit begins by asking students to
reflect on why some places are special.
They are then introduced to a range of
important pilgrimage sites and asked to
consider why they are so important to the
people who visit them. This in turn will lead
to them being able to evaluate whether a
pilgrimage is simply a glorified holiday or
whether there is a deeper importance to
the act of going on a pilgrimage.

Knowledge and Skills

Islam

This unit begins by giving students a basic
understanding of Islamic faith. They are
then introduced to the 5 pillars which are
vital to being a Muslim and why these are
important.

Subject knowledge:

Written account:
Which of the Five Pillars
of Islam is the most
important?

Life after
Death

Students will reflect on a variety of beliefs
about the nature of the soul and the
afterlife. They will be encouraged to
evaluate these and reflect upon their own
beliefs in a way which encourages them to
explain and justify their opinions.

Subject knowledge:

Is death the end?

Philosophy

The aim of the unit is to develop students’
philosophical thinking and enquiry. Skills of
analysis, evaluation and ability to justify an
argument will be enhanced as a result.

Subject knowledge:

Unit 3

Unit 2

Unit 1

Topic
Pilgrimage

Subject knowledge:

Understanding about what happens at
places of pilgrimage. Students will develop
skills of evaluation and be able to explain
the significance of places of pilgrimage.

Through a consideration of the five Pillars
of Islam, Muslim festivals and the
teachings about Jihad students will
consider what it means to be a Muslim.
They will develop the skills of empathy,
reflection and the ability to justify
arguments.
Students will consider what the soul is and
a variety of beliefs about whether there is
an afterlife and what it is like. They will
consider the evidence and the importance
of such beliefs. They will evaluate and
express their own opinions.

Assessment
1. Baseline
assessment:
Extended writing
about where is
special to us and
why.
2. Extended writing
requiring analysis,
evaluation and
justification: ‘A
pilgrimage is just a
glorified holiday.’
Do you agree?

Unit 4

‘It is impossible to
Students will reflect on questions such as:
believe unless there is
can religion and science agree? Is there
absolute proof.’ Discuss
proof of God’s existence? What should we
this statement.
do when faced with moral dilemmas? They
will consider the evidence, interpret the
beliefs and form opinions which they can
justify. They will be able to respect a range
of views.
Homework, marking and feedback: For each unit of study there will be a Home Learning Challenge which builds upon the
understanding and skills which are being developed in class. Further homework tasks will include learning the spellings and meanings of
key words; research and completion of class work. Marking and feedback of students’ work will identify what is going well, and how they
can make further progress.
What can parents do to help? Watch the news and discuss what is going on in the world. Ask your child about what they are studying
and discuss their views and opinions.
Useful websites/ resources: BBC Bitesize, BBC Learning: www.bbc.co.uk/education, Channel 4 Learning: www.channel4learning.com
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Geography

Mr M Lunt
Head of Department

What is
Geography and
Map Skills

Economic
Activity

Content
What are earthquakes and volcanoes?
Where do they occur?
What happens when a volcano erupts?
How does this affect people?
How does an earthquake affect people?
How can we minimise the effects?
How can we help people affected by tectonic hazards?
Why do people choose to live near hazards?
What is geography?
Classifying human and physical geography
Compass directions
4 and 6 figure grid references
Scale
Map symbols
What are the different types of economic activity?
Why do industries locate in different places?
How do industries differ?

River Flooding

Why is flooding a problem?
What causes River flooding?
What are the effects of flooding?
How can we reduce the impacts of flooding?

Population

What is happening to the world’s population?
What are the reasons?
What effect will this have on the population?
How do sparsely and densely populated areas compare?
What can we do to control a countries population?

Summer 1

Spring 2

Spring 1

Autumn 2

Autumn 1

Topic
Natural Hazards

What is globalisation?
What are the social, economic and environmental impacts
of globalisation?
Malaysia’s drive to become more developed.
Where are tropical rainforests located?
Who lives in a rainforest?
What animals and plant species will we find here?
Why is the rainforest special?
How can we protect it?
Homework, marking and feedback: http://geography.learnontheinternet.co.uk/ks3

Summer 2

Globalisation/
Sustainability

Knowledge and Skills
Subject knowledge:
Causes and effects of
volcanoes and
earthquakes.
Skills focus:
Extracting information
from sources.

Assessment
ARC Assessment:
Baseline Test
Newspaper article

Subject knowledge:
How human and physical
geography differ
Skills focus:
Being able to use OS
maps
Subject knowledge:
Classification of
industries
Skills focus:
Comparison
Map skills
Subject knowledge:
The causes and effects of
flooding
Skills focus:
Maps, Diagrams
Subject knowledge:
Causes and effect of
population change
Skills focus:
Population pyramids and
reading graphs

ARC Assessment:
Map skills test

Subject knowledge:
How humans are
affecting tropical
rainforests.
Skills focus:
Research and
presentation
BBC Bitesize

ARC Assessment:
Decision making
exercise – Where
should I build my
factory?
ARC Assessment:
What are the most
important causes of
flooding? Human or
physical?
ARC Assessment:
Extended writing Why is the world
population
increasing?
What can we do to
slow it down?
ARC Assessment:
Decision makingshould we protect
or develop the
rainforests?

www.coolgeography.co.uk

What can parents do to help? Watch the news and discuss any geographical topics such as weather, earthquakes or flooding.
Collect newspaper articles or internet news printouts of any geographical events. Check Show my Homework and ensure that
homework is completed on a regular basis.
Useful websites/ resources: Within each unit there will be homework set which will either reinforce what was covered in the lesson or
will prepare them for a future lesson. This will include learning key words and meanings, and researching case study examples. Work will
be marked according to LCA policy and feedback will be given to help pupils improve their work and to achieve their target grade.

Learning in Year 7

History

Topic
Enquiry:
What was the
impact of the
Norman
Conquest?

Autumn 2

Autumn 1

Mrs K Edwards
Head of Department

Summer 1

Spring 2 + Spring 1

Enquiry:
Power & the
people- To what
extent was there
a power shift
between 12501700?

Enquiry:
Did England
become

Knowledge
British history that consolidates and
extends pupils’ chronological knowledge
from before 1066
Who were the earliest settlers in Britain?
An in-depth study on the Romans, Saxons
and Vikings and how they had an impact
on Britain
The development of Church, state and
society in Medieval Britain 1066-1509
Claims to the English Throne. Who
should be King?
Fighting at Fulford, Stamford Bridge and
Hastings.
Why did William win?
How reliable is the Bayeux Tapestry?
The consequences of the Battle of
Hastings; Harrying of the North, Castles,
Domesday book and Feudal System
Local study: Lincoln Castle: A depth study
The development of Church, state and
society in Medieval Britain 1066-1509
Death & Rebellion: How did they impact
power?
The Black Death and the Peasants Revolt
focusing on the cause, event and
consequence
Could a King get away with murder?
A study into the relationship between
church and state with a focus King Henry
II and Thomas Becket.
Richard or John? A worthy king?
Does Richard deserve the name
Lionheart?
World history study of significant society:
The Islamic World (11-15th Century) How
did the Crusades impact the world?
Why did the rebels rebel against King
John?
How did the Magna Carta come to be?
The development of Church, state and
society 1509-1745
Causes of Henry VIII’s break with Rome
Dissatisfaction with the Catholic Church

Skills
Cause and consequence
Skills focus: description,
explanation, team work
and evaluation.

Assessment
Y7 Baseline Assessment (Written test
of previous knowledge)
Write a description of Saxon Society
Explain the reasons why William
won/Harold lost
Start to address inference of a source
(Bayeux Tapestry)
Start to address the implications of
provenance on utility
Explain the consequences of the
Norman invasion

Significance
Skills focus: recall,
comparison of events,
empathy and evaluation
of outcomes in history.

Describe key features of a time
period or event (Peasants revolt)
Make inferences from a source on
the Black Death
Explain the utility of a source with
reference to background knowledge
on the Black Death
Evaluate the consequence of the
Peasants Revolt
Describe the changing nature
between Church and State through a
narrative account (Thomas
Becket/Henry II)

Historical enquiry
Skills focus:
Comparison, judgement,
source analysis,

Explain the importance of an event
and its further implications – King
Richard/John
Explain the cause and consequences
of Henry’s break with Rome

Learning in Year 7
Difference between Catholic and
independent study and
Identify and describe how
Protestant ideas. Reasons for the
evaluation of historical
interpretations about Mary I differ
dissolution of the monasteries
progress over time.
How did Edward VII rule?
Explain why interpretations differ on
Did Mary I deserve to be known as
Mary I
‘Bloody Mary’?
What was Elizabeth’s early years like?
Create and sustain an argument for a
Did Elizabeth I find a ‘Middle Way’ in
historical piece of writing (Elizabeth)
religion?
What do we know of the life and scandals
of Mary Queen of Scots? What should be
done about her?
ENQUIRY: Why
The development of Church, state and
Identify and describe how
Skills focus:
were English
society 1509-1745
Significance, explanation interpretations about Oliver
What is a Civil War? What were the
people fighting
Cromwell differ
and discussion.
each other in the Causes of the Civil War? Why was
Explain why interpretations differ on
Charles I defeated? Was Charles I a
17th Century?
Cromwell
traitor? How much did England change
after the Civil War? Was Cromwell a Hero
or Villain?
Homework, marking and feedback: For each unit of study there will be Home Learning Challenges which build upon the understanding
and skills which are being developed in class. Further homework tasks will include learning the spellings and meanings of key words;
research and completion of class work.

Summer 2

Summer 2

Protestant in the
16th Century?

What can parents do to help? Ask students if there is any key knowledge that they need to be learning, test them on this using the
notes from their exercise books. Visit places of key historical significant which could link to the topics that they are studying.
Useful websites/resources: www.historyonthenet.com

www.historylearningsite.co.uk

www.spartacus-educational.com

Learning in Year 7

Mr M Snee
Head of Department

Autumn 1

Topic
1 Analysing and
displaying data

2 Number skills

Auumn 2

3 Expressions,
functions and formulae

4 Decimals and
measure

Spring 1

5 Fractions

6 Probability

Sring 2

7 Ratio and proportion

Content – Knowledge and Skills
1.1 Mode, median and range
1.2 Displaying data
1.3 Grouping data
1.4 Averages and comparing data
1.5 Line graphs and more bar charts
1.6 Spreadsheets
2.1 Mental maths
2.2 Addition and subtraction
2.3 Multiplication
2.4 Division
2.5 Finance: Time and money
2.6 Negative numbers
2.7 Factors, multiples and primes
2.8 Square and triangle numbers
3.1 Functions
3.2 Simplifying expressions 1
3.3 Simplifying expressions 2
3.4 Writing expressions
3.5 Substituting into formulae
3.6 Writing formulae
4.1 Decimals and rounding
4.2 Length, mass and capacity
4.3 Scales and coordinates
4.4 Working with decimals mentally
4.5 Working with decimals
4.6 Perimeter
4.7 Area
4.8 More units
5.1 Comparing fractions
5.2 Simplifying fractions
5.3 Working with fractions
5.4 Fractions and decimals
5.5 Understanding percentages
5.6 Percentages of amounts
6.1 The language of probability
6.2 Calculating probability
6.3 More probability calculations
6.4 Experimental probability
6.5 Finance: Expected outcomes
7.1 Direct proportion
7.2 Writing ratios
7.3 Using ratios
7.4 Scales and measures
7.5 Proportions and fractions
7.6 Proportions and percentages

Mrs O Wawryniuk
Second in Department

Mathematics
Assessment
Holistic overview of
classwork, homework and
Numeracy Ninjas

Modular Assessment

Holistic overview of
classwork, homework and
Numeracy Ninjas

Modular Assessment

Learning in Year 7
8.1 Lines, angles and triangles
Holistic overview of
8.2 Estimating, measuring and drawing angles
classwork, homework and
8.3 Drawing triangles accurately
Numeracy Ninjas
8.4 Calculating angles
8.5 Angles in a triangle
8.6 Quadrilaterals
9 Sequences and
9.1 Sequences
Graphs
9.2 Pattern sequences
9.3 Coordinates
9.4 Extending sequences
9.5 Straight-line graphs
9.6 Position-to-term rules
10 Transformations
10.1 Congruency and enlargements
Modular Assessment
10.2 Symmetry
10.3 Reflection
10.4 Rotation
10.5 Translations and combined transformations
Homework, marking and feedback:
Homework will be usually issued weekly. Homework will encompass learning work, project work, revision and practice of key questions
and skills. Marking and feedback of students’ work will be specific for their learning needs and allow them to make the necessary
progress independently in most cases.

Summer 2

Summer 1

8 Lines and angles

What can parents do to help?
Check SMHW to ensure homework is completed by deadlines and do a good standard. Support your child with calculation work and
revision. Talk to your child about every day uses of Mathematics, for example, money, measuring, recipes etc. It will also be beneficial to
practice times tables with your child.
Useful websites/ resources:
BBC Bitesize, https://uk.ixl.com/math/, http://studymaths.co.uk/, http://www.mathsrevision.com/

Learning in Year 7

Topic
My life

Autumn 2

Autumn 1

Mr N Brown
Head of Department

Spring 1

School
life

Spring 2

Friends
and
family

Summer 1

My
town

Summer 2

Topic
revision

Modern Foreign
Languages

Content
Students will learn to ask and answer the
following:
What is your name? How are you?
How old are you?
When is your birthday?
Where do you live?
What are you like?
Do you have brothers and sisters?
Do you have a pet?
What do you do in your free time?
Give your opinions
What sports do you do?
Students will learn to ask and answer the
following:
What subjects do you study?
Give your opinions and reasons.
What do you do at different times during
the school day?
Describe your school.
What facilities does it have?

Knowledge and Skills
Subject knowledge:
Counting, Months, Colours, Family
relationships, Animals, Present
and Past tense.

Students will learn to ask and answer the
following:
How many people are in your family?
Describe their personalities.
Do you get on with members of your
family?
What do you look like? (hair, eyes, height,
build)
Where do you live? (type of building)
Describe your house.
Students will be able to :

Subject knowledge:
Family members, personality
words, hair, eyes, descriptions of
houses.

Describe their town including where it is,
what it is like and what there is in town.
Describe what activities can be done in
town.
Explain plans for the weekend.
Be able to ask and answer questions about
time.
Students will be able to:
Revise topics covered throughout the year,
focusing on those which need particular
practice. This is in preparation for an end
of year assessment covering all topics.

Skills focus: Listening, Speaking,
Reading, and Writing.

Subject knowledge:
Subjects, present tense of verbs,
time phrases, opinions and
justifications.
Skills focus: Listening and
Speaking focus.

Skills focus: Reading and Writing
focus.
Subject knowledge:
Vocabulary for places in town,
activities in town, opinions and
reasons, present and future tense.
Skills focus: Listening and
Speaking focus.

Subject knowledge:
Vocabulary linked to all topics.
Verbs in past, present and future
tenses.
Listening, Speaking, Reading, and
Writing.

Spanish

Assessment
Listening, Reading, Speaking
and Writing exercises which
assess students’
understanding and use of the
key questions. Students will
be expected to memorise
their answers to the
questions.

Listening, Reading, Speaking
and Writing exercises which
assess students’
understanding and use of the
key questions with end of
unit assessments in Listening
and Speaking. Students will
be expected to memorise
their answers to the
questions.
Listening, Reading, Speaking
and Writing exercises which
assess students’
understanding and use of the
key questions with end of
unit assessments in Reading
and Writing. Students will be
expected to memorise their
answers to the questions.
Listening, Reading, Speaking
and Writing exercises which
assess students’
understanding and use of the
key questions with end of
unit assessments in Listening
and Speaking. Students will
be expected to memorise
their answers to the
questions.
Listening, Reading, Speaking
and Writing exercises which
assess students’
understanding and use of the
key questions. Students will
be expected to memorise
their answers to the
questions.

Learning in Year 7
Homework, marking and feedback: Students in years 7 can expect homework once a week, this homework often requires the students
to practise new vocabulary that will help them to produce better work in their lessons and assessments. To learn their vocabulary
thoroughly they should learn its meaning and practise its spelling and pronunciation. Exercise books are checked regularly as students
begin to collate their new vocabulary to create short sentences, which, once completed, form one or more paragraphs that will be
formally assessed as either a Speaking and Writing or Reading and Listening assessment.
What can parents do to help? Help your child to learn their new vocabulary by testing them at home, the more they manage to master
in bitesize pieces, the easier they will find their lesson work. Test them on spelling these words, and encourage them to speak them out
loud. Join in with them and show them there is nothing to fear if they get it wrong! Look out for free Apps such as ‘Duolingo’ that you
can download to your phone and which help you to master the basics, and even allow the whole family to get involved!
Useful websites/ resources:
www.linguascope.com Username: lca, Password: scope19 (Access for Spanish and French) www.memrise.com

Learning in Year 7

Music

Mrs S Noble
Head of Department

Rotation 1

Topic
Introduction
to Rhythm,
Pitch &
Keyboard






Reading
TAB & Song
Structure

Rotation 2

Content
By the end of the 10 week rotation students
will…
Be familiar with and be able to
read/use basic music notation to
complete composition and
performance tasks.
Use their understanding of rhythm and
pitch in a keyboard performance.
Listen with focus and be able to
describe elements of music such as
instrumentation, rhythm, pitch,
dynamics and tempo with a focus on
the orchestra.

By the end of the 10 week rotation students
will…
 Recap and retain basic notation and
elements vocabulary from block one.
 Understand how to read TAB on a
ukulele and use this in a ukulele
performance.
 Understand typical song structures and
be able to talk about and use these
confidently.
 Extend their vocabulary to describe
what they hear including articulation,
structure and texture with a focus on
song structure.

Knowledge and Skills
Subject knowledge: The name and length of note
values, how to write a rhythm using a time
signature, bar lines and a repeat sign. To compose
and perform a rhythm by yourself or with a
partner. About the musical alphabet and pitch.
How to perform basic notation on the keyboard.
Skills focus: Play simple keyboard melodies
developing the correct hand position. Compose
and perform a rhythm. Describe musical elements
with appropriate vocabulary.

Subject knowledge: About how popular songs
have mass appeal across all age ranges and in a
variety of contexts. To sing in with control.
Features and roles of different song sections.
How to read TAB. Good Ukulele technique.

Assessment
Assessment:
Rhythm
composition
and keyboard
performance
of a simple
melody.

Assessment:
Performance
of a ukulele
arrangement

Skills focus: Play different ukulele chords with
fluent chord changes. Organise their rehearsal
time efficiently. Identifying and understanding
how to correct errors with increasing
independence. Describe musical elements with
appropriate vocabulary.

Homework, marking and feedback: Homework will focus on developing a students’ wider listening and will foster their curiosity and
exposure to a vast array of musical styles. Knowledge organisers will contain all vocabulary required to complete homework and audio
excerpts will be able to be accessed through SMHW. Students are also encouraged to make use of the Music department to practise
their emerging instrumental skills between lessons.
What can parents do to help? Talk about any music you hear whether it be on the radio, T.V. or just the household music collection,
encouraging them to give their opinions or describe what they hear using subject-specific vocabulary. Seize any opportunities to hear
live music; The Drill Hall in Lincoln have a regular programme of music to enjoy, including lunchtime recitals at the weekend which are
free! Encourage your child to participate in our free extra-curricular music clubs or opt to have peripatetic instrumental lessons such as
piano, violin, guitar, drums or voice (ask Mrs Noble for an ‘Expression of Interest’ letter for more details.
Useful websites/ resources: Access to YouTube is brilliant as students have a huge resource of listening material free of charge. BBC
Bitesize has a range of Music Theory chapters to support students in understanding how music is written.

Learning in Year 7

Spring 2

Spring 1

Autumn 2

Autumn 1

Miss A Dooley
Head of Department

*Please note: All activities are rotated during the year and therefore will be undertaken in a different order depending which group you are in.
Topic
Content
Knowledge and Skills
Assessment
Multiskills
Multiskills Curricular Assessments for
Subject knowledge:
Practical performance in Multiskills
balance, coordination, agility & body
Performing in PE
Curricular Assessments tests.
management.
Introduction to Safety in PE, equipment, PE Multiskills/New skills
Swimming
areas of use and working together.
Swimming stroke improvement
Basic control over the ball, passing and
Handball
Introducing a new activity.
catching, attacking, shooting and
Skills focus: New skills
defending.
Basic control over the ball, dig, set,
Volleyball
Introducing new activity.
spoke, serve. Bounce return and basic
Introduction of rules and
rules.
tactics.
Skills focus: New skills
Swimming
Swimming stroke Improvement
Subject knowledge:
Performing new skills with some
Netball
Passing, catching, footwork & small
Introducing the activity &
precision, control & fluency. Can
Football
sided game play
Improving performance
perform activities with a
Badminton
Ball skills & small sided game play
Skills focus: New skills
reasonable level of fitness.
Areas of play, stance, service & rallying
Touch Rugby
Ball handling, passing, catching,
Subject knowledge:
Performing new skills with some
Gymnastics
movement.
Introducing the activity &
precision, control & fluency. Can
Body management, individual balance
Badminton
Improving performance
work in pairs & small groups.
& partnerwork
Swimming
Skills focus: New skills
Areas of play, stance, service & rallying
Swimming stroke improvement
Fitness
Testing & recognising your personal
Subject knowledge:
Performing new skills with some
Dance
fitness levels
Introducing the activity &
precision, control & fluency. Can
Movement, rhythm & timing
Improving performance
compare own skills with others’
Swimming stroke improvement
Swimming
Skills focus:New skills
skills.
Running, jumping, throwing (Track &
Athletics
Field events)
Subject knowledge:
How to time & record, measure &
Introducing the activity &
record.
Improving performance
Skills focus: New skills

Summer 1

Sports Leaders

Summer 2

Physical Education

Cricket
Rounders
Swimming
Frisbee
Athletics
Cricket
Rounders
Swimming
Lacrosse

How to be a good leader. Improving
confidence, communication skills and
problem solving.
Striking & Fielding basics

Building on teamwork and
improving social and
organisational skills.
Skills focus: New skills

Personal survival introduction
Grip, throwing, catching. Throwing to a
moving target. Basic attack, clearing
and defending skills
Running, jumping, throwing (Track &
Field events)
Techniques to achieve Bronze Standard
Striking & Fielding game play
Personal survival introduction
Correct handling, throwing and
catching, being able to pass whilst
moving.

Subject knowledge:
Introducing the activity &
Improving performance
Skills focus: New skills

Performing new skills with some
precision, control & fluency. Can
explain why regular activity is good
for health & wellbeing
Performing new skills with some
precision, control & fluency. Can
select & use the correct technique
with some success.

Learning in Year 7
Homework, marking and feedback: For each area of activity there will be an extension task (homework) to build upon the
understanding and skills which are being developed in lesson. Students are also encouraged to attend lunchtime and after school clubs
to gain further practice and assist them with their confidence to perform skills in competitive situations.
Students are given individual positive verbal feedback from their PE teacher in lessons. Students will make note their Atl, performance
level and achievement for each activity in their Passport. CAPs are awarded for excellent contribution, excellent attitude and excellent
performance. These appear as House Points.
What can parents do to help?
• Enable your child to have their PE kit ready for their lesson. Support them to become organised & independent eventually.
• Encourage your child to lead an active lifestyle.
• Encourage your child to join lunch time clubs and teams: a varied programme of lunchtime & after school clubs is on offer for all
students, plus regular fixtures are played against other schools.
Useful websites/ resources:
www.kidshealth.org (section ‘Staying Healthy’ and ‘How the Body Works’), www.sportengland.org, www.sportscoachuk.org
www.bbc.co.uk/education

Learning in Year 7

Autumn 1

Mrs J Daubney
Head of Department
Topic

Content

Cells and organ
systems

Find out about the smallest living
components of life and how they
work together to form the most
amazing thing on the planet, you!
Discover how particles are
arranged and rearranged. This
includes changes of state.

Solid, liquid,
gas

Autumn 2

Energy
resources

Reproduction

Spring 1

Elements,
compounds
and mixtures
Energy transfer

Spring 2

Ecosystems

Atoms,
elements and
molecules

Summer 1

Electricity and
magnetism
Plant
adaptations

Learn about the ten types of
energy and how we generate
electricity to power our modern
lives.

Discover how animals and plants
reproduce.

Investigate the methods of heat
transfer.
Look at how the periodic table is
arranged and discover the
molecules that make up
everything.

Miss R Taylor
Second in Department
Knowledge and Skills
Subject knowledge: Pupils must learn the parts found

Science
Assessment

in plant and animal cells, investigate specialised cells and
cell division.
Skills focus: Recall, application and evaluation
Investigatory skills, drawing graphs and calculations.

Modular assessments.
Recall and exam style
questions. Key
terminology spelling
and definition tests.

Subject knowledge: Pupils will use kinetic theory to
explain changes of state.
Skills focus Interpret changes of state graphs and draw
from raw data.
Subject knowledge: The ten types of energy will be
learnt and how energy can be transferred from one form
to another. Pupils will learn about renewable and nonrenewable energy.
Skills focus Recall and calculations.

Modular assessments.
Recall and exam style
questions. Key
terminology spelling
and definition tests.

Subject knowledge: Learn the structure and function of
both human reproductive systems and the plant
reproductive system.
Skills focus Recall, research and application.

Subject knowledge: Pupils will learn about conduction,

convection and radiation as methods of heat transfer.
Skills focus Recall, research investigation and application.
Subject knowledge: Pupils will define all key terms and be
able to recall the names and formula of common elements
and compounds.
Skills focus Application of knowledge when planning
investigations into separating mixtures.
Investigatory skills, drawing graphs and calculations.

Discover how organisms interact
with their surroundings and survive
against the odds.
Investigate the discovery of the
atom and the periodic table and
laws of conservation.

Subject knowledge: Pupils will learn the differences

The fundamentals of how electrical
devices work. Magnets were
discovered over 6000 year ago and
we still use them today.
Find out about the organisms that
are essential to life.

Subject knowledge: Pupils need to understand the

between atoms, elements and molecules; including the
history and discovery of these.
Skills focus Recall, application of knowledge

Modular assessments.
Recall and exam style
questions. Key
terminology spelling
and definition tests.

Modular assessments.
Recall and exam style
questions. Key
terminology spelling
and definition tests.

Subject knowledge: Pupils will learn about feeding
relationships.
Skills focus Recall, application of knowledge and accurate
drawing.

phases of the Moon, why we have seasons and
applications of satellites.
Skills focus Recall, research investigation and application.
Subject knowledge: Pupils will learn about the limiting
factors of plants and about adaptations they make to live
in a variety of environmental conditions.
Skills focus Investigatory skills, analysis.

Modular assessments.
Recall and exam style
questions. Key
terminology spelling
and definition tests.

Summer 2

Learning in Year 7
Rocks, the rock
cycle
Space

Geology is the study of rocks and
the structure of the Earth. Find out
what makes up the world beneath
us.
Learn about the Earth, the Moon
and our solar system.

Subject knowledge: Pupils need to learn about the 3

types of rock and how they are recycled.
Skills focus Recall, analysis, investigation and application.

Modular assessments.
Recall and exam style
questions. Key
terminology spelling
and definition tests.

Subjects knowledge: Pupils need to understand the
phases of the Moon, why we have seasons and
applications of satellites.
Homework, marking and feedback: Homework will be usually issued weekly, with an end of module assessment every 3 weeks. Homework will
encompass learning work, project work, revision and practice of key questions and skills. Marking and feedback of students work will be specific for
their learning needs and allow them to make the necessary progress independently.
What can parents do to help? Talk to your child about every day applications of science, for example, the medicines in your cabinet, pregnancy, the
night sky, the danger of chemicals under the sink and the living organisms in and around your home.
Watch programmes on TV with them that are science related, discuss the issues raised.
Useful websites/ resources: http://www.schoolscience.co.uk/home, http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zng4d2p,
Any KS3 science revision guide.

